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Abstract: 

 

The purpose of the Biola Uno Project is to provide an engineering curriculum that bridges analog 

and digital circuits courses for pre-engineering students. In the engineering coursework, digital 

circuits and embedded systems are highly valuable subjects for many students and apply to 

future classes such as mechatronics or introductory robotics. In embedded system courses, 

students may usually assume a “black box” and make technical assumptions of an overall circuit 

design. Typical digital circuit courses fail to cover material that deals with the actual build of the 

microcontroller, which is a collection of analog circuit content. 

 

The popular, consumer-friendly Arduino Uno allows for a low-cost, easy entry for students 

interested in digital circuit applications. However, the moment a student uses an Arduino Uno, 

concepts learned in analog circuits is minimized, and the focus turns to code. However, the 

components that make up an Arduino Uno uses fundamentals learned in analog circuits. The 

project provides a module to help students ease their transition from analog to digital circuits. 

 

The Biola Uno Project serves to provide institutions with an open-source lesson module that 

helps motivate students, allows an opportunity to design, and includes material that scaffolds the 

engineering curriculum. For institutions with limited resources, this provides students with an 

enriching educational experience that promotes high impact learning outcomes through increased 

active learning, project-based learning, and developing greater meaning. Pre and post-activity 

surveys were given to collect student responses to the learning module as well as feedback to 

improve the learning module further.  
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Introduction 

 

In an introductory electrical engineering curriculum, pre-engineering institutions may offer two 

types of courses: analog circuits and digital circuits. Analog circuit curriculum consists of topics 

such as passive components, network analysis, operational amplifiers, and others that lend 

towards basic electronic design. An analog circuit is designed to produce a given voltage or 

current output. Digital circuits are circuits that utilize logic, relying on 0’s and 1’s (off’s and 

on’s) rather than specific analog levels. A microcontroller is the brain of an embedded system 



and can be programmed with code to perform a particular function. The combination of analog, 

digital, and microcontroller devices create an embedded system. For engineering students, 

learning both these subjects are beneficial due to the integrative nature of circuits in many 

engineering applications. 

 

A typical introductory digital circuit device is the Arduino Uno. An Arduino utilizes a 

microcontroller to implement digital circuit applications. To immediately begin working on 

digital circuits, Arduinos have become popular because they provide all the necessary tools. 

Arduinos come with the software bootloader pre-loaded on the microcontroller, which allows for 

quick programming when connected to the open-source Arduino software. Arduinos are also 

commonly used for hobby applications. Their many general-purpose input and output ports 

(GPIO), both analog and digital, enable consumers to use Arduinos with a variety of devices, 

including timers, LEDs, and sensors. 

 

 
Figure 1. Image of an Arduino Uno.1 

 

In electrical engineering education, digital and analog circuits are typically treated as distinct 

concepts and taught in separate classes. This hands-on learning module was developed to 

bridging the gap between these two courses as the first instruction material in the digital circuits 

class. By building their own Arduino Uno, students can have hands-on experience with their 

digital circuit devices that they use for the remaining portion of the course. This learning module 

highlights the concepts taught in the analog circuit course to help students become comfortable 

as they are introduced to digital circuits. 

 



Procedures 

 

The learning module provides instructions for students to build their own Arduino Uno replica, 

which will furthermore be referenced as “the Biola Uno Project.” Students can create their own 

models using the open-source Arduino software. Arduino produces a guide to building an 

Arduino Uno replica on a breadboard, while hobbyists have made more advanced replicas with 

expanded capabilities.2,3 Figure 2 shows the prototype of the Biola Uno Project. 

 

Figure 2. Image of the Biola breadboard prototype showing a properly blinking LED program. 

 

5V powers the Biola Uno Project, so a 9V battery is used with a 5V regulator. A 3.3V regulator 

also provides a supply power for the 3.3V pin. For each regulator, a 10 uF electrolytic capacitor 

is wired from input to ground and output to ground. The Uno utilizes an ATmega328 

microcontroller. The 5V output is connected to pins 7, 20, and 21 while the ground is to pins 8 

and 22. The reset button is configured so that a 10k resistor connects 5V to pin 1, and a push-

button connects pin 1 to ground. A 16 MHz crystal connects between pins 9 and 10, with each 



pin connected to ground through a 22 pF ceramic capacitor. Finally, the female headers were 

wired to the appropriate pins on the microcontroller to replicate an Arduino Uno. When using a 

previously blank ATmega328, the Arduino bootloader must be uploaded onto the Atmega328. 

The USB programmer is connected to power. The RXD pin on the programmer is connected to 

TX on the Uno (digital pin 1), and the TXD pin is connected to RX (digital pin 0). 

 

However, the goal of the Biola Uno Project was to provide each student with their portable, 

standalone Arduino replica. To accomplish this, custom circuit boards would be needed to 

replace breadboards. In Figure 3, a routing schematic was designed to utilize all the components 

of the Biola Uno Project. 

 

 
Figure 3. Image of the Biola Uno Project routing schematic. 

 



Gerber files use routing schematics to manufacture the circuit boards. Biola’s fabrication 

laboratory contains a Nomad 883 Pro CNC router, which can etch single-sided copper PCBs as 

shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4. Image of a Biola Uno Project PCB being etched on a CNC router. 

 

Students were given a kit with components for the Biola Uno Project and the etched PCB. 

Following step-by-step instructions, students solder the components onto their respective places 

on the PCB. The step-by-step instructions highlight individual components, providing 

background information for each component and what the component is used for within the 

Biola Uno Project digital circuit. Analog circuit components such as resistors, LEDs, buttons, 

voltage regulators, and capacitors are recalled. Introductory material is also provided for 

components not touched on in the introduction to analog circuits courses, such as crystal clock 

oscillators, programmers, and microcontrollers. At the end of the learning module, each student 

leaves with their own working Arduino Uno replica that they can use for the rest of the class.  

 



 
Figure 5. A manufactured Biola Uno and its components. 

 

Results 

 

Digital circuits students were given a pre-activity survey that asked to recall concepts learned 

from previous analog circuits course and provide analog circuits experiences that were helpful 

for their learning. After the activity, students were given a post-activity survey that asked to 

identify concepts reinforced. 

 



 
Table 1. Post-activity survey results from students (n = 8). 

 

Discussion 

 

The overall activity could not be completed in the allotted time, and most of the students 

identified soldering to be the reason. It was underestimated that students had enough soldering 

experience in the past to be able to complete the module within the given time. However, 

students were still able to identify the inner workings of an Arduino Uno and the necessary 

precision required to manufacture a microcontroller. Overall, the post-activity survey results 

show that students recalled Circuit I concepts, mostly related to operational amplifiers (7 

Responses). 

 

The purpose of the Biola Uno Project was to provide a learning module for students that helps 

bridge engineering concepts from past analog circuits concept to introductory digital circuits. 

However, the Biola Uno Project seemed to give too much information and acted more like 

another lab procedure where students would follow sequential steps towards a completed build. 

While the built-in checkpoints were supposed to serve as recalling conceptual knowledge points, 

students were more concerned about soldering. 

 



There are two additional significant tasks for future improvements. First is to rethink the 

procedure manual so that it allows students to better engage in metacognitive learning, which 

may require collaboration with more experienced educators who understand educational 

psychology integrated into the engineering curriculum for higher education at other institutions 

or K-12. Second is to test the versatility and variability of the Biola Uno Project compared to a 

traditional Arduino Uno in elementary robotics. Beyond loading the software, the Biola Uno 

Project should strive to have the same capability levels as other models. 
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